tion of the first kind, and put (1) *u(») = ¿ (>,r)-2n («= 1,2,3,
Properties of <T2n(v) have been discussed in a recent paper by Kishore [2] . We remark that <Tîn{y) is a rational function of v with rational coefficients; the first twelve functions have been computed by Lehmer [3] . For v= ±.\, (xln(v) is expressible in terms of the numbers of Bernoulli and Genocchi by means of the following formulas: In view of the known arithmetic properties of these and related numbers, it is of some interest to look for arithmetic properties of <rtn (v) for other values of v. In the present note we consider the case v = 0. Elsewhere [l] the writer has discussed the coefficients of (JoM)-1. It will be convenient to define
Thus the formulas [2, (14) , (22)]
reduce to
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respectively. Since Oi=l we find, using either ( We show next that (10) a" = 0 (mod p) (p < n < 2p).
For n = p-\-l, this is obvious from (4). Assuming that (10) holds up to and including the value », (4) implies
If n + l-p+m, where 1 úm<p, then by (6)
Thus (11) reduces to an+i=0 (mod p). This completes the proof of (10).
It is now easy to prove the more general congruence Combining this with (5) we get (15) <Vri = Ip (mod p*).
Similarly we have for p > 2 er) dp+2 = 2ap+i + 2 Í )(P+ l)a, (mod p2).
Using (5) To get a general result of this kind we put Making use of (18) and (6) this becomes (19) cT = 2 E (W ~ ) (" ~ ) *«£ + -a" (mod />) (l<n<p).
By means of (19) the c^ can be computed. However, it is simpler to define a single sequence \cn} by means of It follows that
which yields
We have accordingly found a simple generating function for the c". It follows from (13) that if « = 1 (mod pk) then an = l (mod pk). Using (4) and (8) it is not difficult to show that if n = mpk+l then (25) an as mp"am (mod />*+1).
We shall now show that if If s'út" it follows (since /"èmax (s', s")) that t'+t"-s'-s"^t-s. If however s'>t" we examine the binomial coefficient C"-i,n.
We recall that if n = n0 + tt!p + ■ • • + nkpk (0 g «y < />),
then «! is divisible by exactly p°, where
It follows that C;1) is divisible by p''~>". Since {t' +t" -s' -s") + (s'-s")=t+t"-2s^t-s we get ( Jara"-r = 0 (mod/-'-•).
(ii) t'<t, t"<t. We may suppose that t"^t' = t-l. Also it is clear that s'g ¿".Then r + i" -j' -j" ^ t-s-1; The numbers a'19, ■ ■ • , a^¡ have not been factored completely but at any rate have no prime divisors < 104. The number a30 has 47 digits.
